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Abstract
Let Rn(x) be the first return time of the initial sequence x1    xn of x D x1x2    .
For mixing processes, sharp bounds for the convergence of Rn(x)Pn(x) to exponential
distribution are presented, where Pn(x) is the probability of x1    xn . As a corollary,
the limit of the mean of log(Rn(x)Pn(x)) is obtained. For exponentially -mixing
processes,  E[log(Rn Pn)] converges exponentially to the Euler’s constant. A similar
result is observed for the hitting time.
1. Introduction
Convergence of the logarithm of the first return time (recurrence time) of the ini-
tial block normalized by the block length has been investigated in relation to estima-
tion of entropy or data compression methods such as the Ziv–Lempel algorithm [21].
Let {Xn W n 2 N} be a stationary ergodic process on the space of infinite sequences
(AN , 6, P ), where A is a finite set, 6 is the  -field generated by finite dimensional
cylinders, and P is a shift invariant ergodic probability measure.
Define Rn to be the first return time of the initial n-block xn1 D x1    xn , i.e.,
Rn(x) WD min
{ j  1 W xn1 D x jCnjC1
}
.
Ornstein and Weiss [15] showed that for an ergodic process with entropy h
lim
n!1
1
n
log Rn(x) D h
almost surely. This convergence was first considered by Wyner and Ziv [18] as con-
vergence in probability related do data compression algorithms. For a comprehensive
introduction to the relationship among the first return time, entropy, and data compres-
sion algorithm, refer to [17] and [19].
The waiting time (hitting time) is defined by Wn(x , y) WDmin
{ j  1W xn1 D y jCn 1j
}
.
A.D. Wyner and Ziv [18] proved that for Markov chains (log Wn)=n converges to en-
tropy in probability with respect to the product probability measure of x and y. Shields
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[16] showed the almost sure convergence for Markov chains with respect to the product
measure. He also showed that for a general ergodic case, (log Wn)=n may not converge
to entropy. Also refer to [13] and [11] for related results.
Let Pn(x) be the probability of the initial sequence xn1 WD x1x2    xn , i.e., Pn(x) D
P ({y W yn1 D xn1 }) D P (xn1 ). Then, the Shannon–Breiman–McMillan theorem [17] states
that for ergodic processes,  (log Pn(x))=n converges to entropy h in L1 and almost
surely. This suggests that log Rn and   log Pn are closely related.
A process is called  -mixing if
sup
A26n0 , B261nCl
jP (A \ B)   P (A)P (B)j
P (A)P (B)   (l)
for a decreasing sequence  (l) converging to 0, and it is called -mixing if
sup
A26n0 , B26
1
nCl
jP (A \ B)   P (A)P (B)j
P (A)  (l)
for a decreasing sequence (l) converging to 0, where 6 ji denotes the  -algebra gen-
erated by X ji WD X i X iC1    X j .
For any  > 0, Kontoyiannis [10] showed that for Markov chains, log(Rn(x)Pn(x))D
o(n) almost surely, and for  -mixing processes, log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x)) D o(n ) almost
surely with respect to the product measure. In fact, Rn Pn and Wn Pn converge to the
exponential distribution with mean 1 for Markov chains and  -mixing processes [20].
We refer to [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], and [8] for more information on the convergence to
exponential distribution.
For each block B 2 An , let [B] D {x W xn1 D B} denote the cylinder set defined by
B. Define the waiting time (hitting time) to the cylinder set [B] by
B(x) D inf{i  1 W T i (x) 2 [B]},
where T is the left shift map defined by (T x)k D xkC1 on AN . Note that Rn(x) D
xn1
(x) and Wn(x , y) D xn1 (y). For each block B 2 An , we denote P ({x W B(x) D k})
and P ([B]) by P (B D k) and P (B), respectively. Let PB(B D k) be the conditional
probability of P (B(x) D k, xn1 D B)=P (B). Kac [9] showed that EB[B] D 1=P (B),
where EB is the conditional expectation on the cylinder set [B]. Abadi [2] gave an
exponential bound of P (BP (B) < t) for  -mixing and -mixing processes with sum-
mable .
In this article, for each block B 2 An , we have an exponential bound of the con-
ditional probability distribution PB(BP (B) < t) in the case of  -mixing and -mixing
processes with summable ; this bound enables us to obtain the limit of the mean of
log(Rn Pn). In Section 2, we present a lemma for demonstrating the relationship be-
tween PB(BP (B) < t) and P (BP (B) < t) and a theorem for determining the bound
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of PB(BP (B) < t) for  -mixing and -mixing processes with summable . In Sec-
tion 3, the bounds of the expectation value E[log B] and EB[log B] for each block
B are obtained for  -mixing and -mixing processes with summable . Finally, in
Section 4, we show that for exponentially -mixing processes
lim
n!1
E[log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D  
and
lim
n!1
E[log(Rn(x)Pn(x))] D   .
For an earlier work for Bernoulli processes, see [8].
Maurer [12] studied the nonoverlapping first return time for i.i.d. processes in or-
der to test pseudorandom number generators. His testing algorithm employed the non-
overlapping first return time R(n)(x) WD min
{ j  1 W xn1 D x jnCnjnC1
}
. He showed that the
convergence speed of log R(n)=n to its entropy is asymptotically proportional to 1=n on
average, and he conjectured that a similar result would hold for Markov chains; however,
a correction term is necessary ([3], [4]). In [3], Abadi and Galves showed the exponen-
tial bound of the nonoverlapping return time and hitting for  -mixing processes and dis-
cussed the difference between the nonoverlapping return time and the overlapping one.
see also [14] for the distributional convergence to the normal distribution.
2. Estimation of the distribution of the recurrence time
The relationship between the distribution of the first return time and the waiting
time is expressed as follows (e.g. [7]):
Lemma 1. In the case of stationary processes, we have
P (B D i C 1) D P (B D i)   P (B)PB(B D i)
for any integer i  1, therefore, we have
P (B)PB(B  i) D P (B D i) D P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)
for i  1.
From the following lemma, we have determined the bound of PB(B > t) using the
bound of P (B > t).
Lemma 2. For each integer k  0 and real number d1 > 0, we have
PB(B > k)  P (B > k)   P (B > k C d1)d1P (B)
.
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For any integer k and real number d2, where 0 < d2  k, we have
PB(B > k   1)  P (B > k   d2)   P (B > k)d2P (B)
.
Proof. Let i, j be integers, where 1  i < j . Since
PB(B  j   1)  PB(B  j   2)      PB(B  i C 1)  PB(B  i),
from Lemma 1, we have
P (B  j   1)   P (B  j)  P (B  j   2)   P (B  j   1)
     P (B  i C 1)   P (B  i C 2)
 P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1).
Therefore, we have
P (B  i)   P (B  j) D P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)C P (B  i C 1)   P (B  i C 2)
C    C P (B  j   1)   P (B  j)
 P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)C P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)
C    C P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)
D ( j   i)(P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1))
and similarly,
P (B  i)   P (B  j)  ( j   i)(P (B  j   1)   P (B  j)).
Therefore, from Lemma 1
(1) PB(B  i) D P (B  i)   P (B  i C 1)
P (B) 
P (B  i)   P (B  j)
( j   i)P (B)
and
(2) PB(B  j   1) D P (B  j   1)   P (B  j)
P (B) 
P (B  i)   P (B  j)
( j   i)P (B)
for 1  i < j .
If 0 < d1 < 1, then
PB(B > k)  0 D P (B > k)   P (B > k C d1)d1P (B)
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for any k  0. When d1  1, let d1 D m1 C  where m1 2 N, m1  1 and 0   < 1.
Substituting i and j with k C 1 and k C m1 C 1, respectively, in (1), for each integer
k  0, we have
PB(B > k) D PB(B  k C 1)  P (B  k C 1)   P (B  k C m1 C 1)
m1P (B)
D
P (B > k)   P (B > k C m1 C )
m1P (B)

P (B > k)   P (B > k C d1)
d1P (B)
.
For the upper bound, let d2 D m2   , where m2 2 N, m2  1, and 0   < 1.
Substituting i and j with k  m2 C 1 and k C 1, respectively, in (2), for any integer k,
where k  m2  d2 > 0, we have
PB(B > k 1)DPB(B  k) P (B  k m2C1) P (B  kC1)
m2P (B)
D
P (B > k m2C) P (B > k)
m2P (B)

P (B > k d2) P (B > k)
d2P (B)
.
In [2], Abadi showed th following bound of the waiting time:
Fact 3 ([2], Theorem 1). For  -mixing or -mixing with  summable processes,
there exist constants C > 0, 41, 42, and n0 where 0 < 41 < 1 < 42 <1 such that
for all B 2 An , n  n0, and t > 0 there exists B 2 [41, 42] for which we have
(3)




P

B >
t
BP (B)

  e t




 C"(B)e t (t _ 1),
where "(B) D infn11=P (B)[1P (B)C (1)] and  represents  or .
For any  -mixing or -mixing processes, it is known that the maximum proba-
bility of n-blocks decreases exponentially as n increases to infinity ([1], [6]). There-
fore, for large n, "(B) D infn11=P (B)[1P (B)C(1)]  nP (B)C(n) is defined and
bounded by a decreasing function of n converging to 0. Moreover, for exponentially
-mixing processes, constants C0 and 0 > 0 exist such that for all B 2 An , n  n0
(4) "(B)  nP (B)C (n)  C0e 0n .
Let
(B) D 2
p
C"(B)
p
1C C"(B)CpC"(B) .
Note 0 < (B) < 1. We have the following theorem on the distribution of the first
return time B . We assume that B 2 An , n  n0.
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Theorem 4. For  -mixing or -mixing with summable  processes, we have
PB

B >
t
BP (B)

> Be
 t

1   2
p
C"(B)(t _ 1)

for t > 0
and
PB

B >
t
BP (B)

< Be
 t (1C 2
p
C"(B)(t _ 1)(1C C"(B)(t _ 1))C 2C"(B)(t _ 1))
for t  (B), where B and C are the same constants as those used in Fact 3.
Proof. Let cB D C"(B) and pB D P (B) for notational simplicity.
First, we shall prove the lower bound. For all t > 0, let
t
B pB
D
s
B pB
C , where
s
B pB
2 N [ {0} and 0   < 1.
From Lemma 2 and Fact 3, for any d1 D Æ1=(B pB) > 0, we have
(5)
PB

B >
s
B pB


P (B > s=(B pB))   P (B > s=(B pB)C d1)
d1 pB

Be
 s
Æ1
(1   cB(s _ 1)   e Æ1 (1C cB((s C Æ1) _ 1)))
D
Be
 s
Æ1
(1   e Æ1   cB((s _ 1)C e Æ1 ((s C Æ1) _ 1)))
> Be
 s

1   e Æ1
Æ1
  cB(s _ 1)1C e
 Æ1
Æ1
  cB

.
Let
Æ1 D 2
p
cB(s _ 1)C 43cB(s _ 1).
Then, we have
p
cB(s _ 1) D 34

r
1C
4
3
Æ1   1

D
Æ1
p
1C (4=3)Æ1 C 1
.
Since
eÆ1 > 1C Æ1 C
Æ
2
1
2
C
Æ
3
1
6
C
Æ
4
1
24
> 1C Æ1 C
Æ
2
1
2
C
Æ
3
1
6
C
Æ
4
1(4   4Æ1)
24(6   4Æ1 C Æ21)
D
6C 2Æ1
6   4Æ1 C Æ21
,
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we have
1   e Æ1 > 1  
6   4Æ1 C Æ21
6C 2Æ1
D
6Æ1   Æ21
6C 2Æ1
D Æ1

1  
3
4
2Æ1
3C Æ1

.
Also, we have
2Æ1
3C Æ1
D
3(1C Æ1)
3C Æ1
  1 D
q
9C 18Æ1 C 9Æ21
3C Æ1
  1 <
q
9C 18Æ1 C 9Æ21 C (4=3)Æ31
3C Æ1
  1
D
q
(1C (4=3)Æ1)(9C 6Æ1 C Æ21)
3C Æ1
  1 D
r
1C
4
3
Æ1   1 D
4
3
p
cB(s _ 1).
Therefore, we have
(6) 1   e
 Æ1
Æ1
> 1  
p
cB(s _ 1).
If 0 < cB(s _ 1)  1=4, then 0 < Æ1  4=3,
e Æ1 < 1   Æ1 C
Æ
2
1
2
 
Æ
3
1
6
C
Æ
4
1
24
D 1  
5
8
Æ1  
Æ1
6

Æ1  
3
2
2
C
Æ
4
1
24
 1  
5
8
Æ1 C
Æ
4
1
24
 1  
5
8
Æ1 C
Æ1
24

4
3
3
< 1  
1
2
Æ1 D
s

1C
Æ1
2
2
  Æ1
D
s
1C Æ1 C
Æ
2
1
4
  Æ1 
s
1C Æ1 C
Æ1
4

4
3

  Æ1 D
r
1C
4
3
Æ1   Æ1,
and
(7)
cB(s _ 1)1C e
 Æ1
Æ1
< cB(s _ 1)

1C
p
1C (4=3)Æ1
Æ1
  1

D
cB(s _ 1)
p
cB(s _ 1)
  cB(s _ 1).
Therefore, by substituting (6) and (7) in (5), we get
PB

B >
s
B pB

> Be
 s(1   2
p
cB(s _ 1)).
Note that if cB(s _ 1) > 1=4, then the right-hand side of this inequality is negative and
the inequality still holds. Since t  s, we have
PB

B >
t
B pB

D PB

B >
s
B pB

> Be
 s(1   2
p
cB(s _ 1)).
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Since e s(1  2pcB(s _ 1)) is a decreasing function of s, when it is positive, we have
PB

B >
t
B pB

> Be
 t (1   2
p
cB(t _ 1)).
For the upper bound, let
t
B pB
D
s
B pB
  , where
s
B pB
2 N and 0 <   1.
Then, from Lemma 2, it can be noted that for any d2 D Æ2=(B pB), where 0 < Æ2  s,
we have
PB

B >
s
B pB
  1


P (B > s=(B pB)   d2)   P (B > s=(B pB))
d2 pB

Be
 s
Æ2
(eÆ2 (1C cB((s   Æ2) _ 1))   1C cB(s _ 1))

Be
 s
Æ2
(eÆ2   1C cB(s _ 1)(eÆ2 C 1)).
Let
Æ2 D
2
p
cB(s _ 1)
p
1C cB(s _ 1)C
p
cB(s _ 1)
D 2
p
cB(s _ 1)(1C cB(s _ 1))   2cB(s _ 1).
Then, 0 < Æ2 < 1. Since
(8) eÆ2 < 1C Æ2 C Æ2
2
2
C
Æ2
3
4
< 1C Æ2 C
3
4
Æ2
2 for 0 < Æ2 < 1,
we have
PB

B >
s
B pB
  1


Be
 s
Æ2
(eÆ2   1C cB(s _ 1)(eÆ2 C 1))
< Be
 s

1C
Æ2
2
C
Æ2
2
4
C cB(s _ 1)

2
Æ2
C 1C
3Æ2
4

for s  Æ2. Since Æ22 D 4cB(s _ 1)(1   Æ2), we have
PB

B >
s
B pB
  1

< Be
 s

1C
Æ2
2
C
2cB(s _ 1)
Æ2
C 2cB(s _ 1)   cB(s _ 1)Æ24

< Be
 s

1C
Æ2
2
C
2cB(s _ 1)
Æ2
C 2cB(s _ 1)

D Be
 s(1C 2
p
cB(s _ 1)(1C cB(s _ 1))C 2cB(s _ 1))
for s  Æ2.
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If s  (B), then either s  1 > Æ2 or
1 > s  (B) D 2
p
cB
p
1C cB C
p
cB
D
2
p
cB(s _ 1)
p
1C cB(s _ 1)C
p
cB(s _ 1)
D Æ2I
therefore, the condition s  Æ2 is satisfied when s  (B).
Since s=(B pB)   1  t=(B pB) < s=(B pB), for t  (B), we have
PB

B >
t
B pB

D PB

B >
s
B pB
  1

< Be
 s(1C 2
p
cB(s _ 1)(1C cB(s _ 1))C 2cB(s _ 1))
< Be
 t (1C 2
p
cB(t _ 1)(1C cB(t _ 1))C 2cB(t _ 1)).
The last inequality results from the fact that e t
p(t _ 1)(1C c(t _ 1)) and e t (t _ 1)
are decreasing functions for any c > 0.
Using the lower bound of PB(B > t=(BP (B))), we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5. For  -mixing or -mixing with summable  processes, we have
B 
1
1   2
p
C"(B)
for 0 < 2pC"(B) < 1.
Proof. Letting t ! 0 in the lower bound of Theorem 4, we have
1  lim
t!0
[Be t (1   2
p
C"(B)(t _ 1))] D B(1   2
p
C"(B)).
Note that for an exponentially -mixing system, it is shown [2] that there are some
constants such as C and c such that B  1 C Ce cn for all B 2 An , which can also
be derived from Corollary 5 and (4).
3. Bounds for the expectation of the logarithm of return time
For r  0, define
h(r ) WD  
Z r
0
log e  d D
Z
1
r
log e  d C  ,
where  D limn!1
 
Pn
kD1 1=k   log n

D 0.5771    is Euler’s constant.
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For 0 < x < 1, we have  x log x  e 1; therefore, for 0 < x < 1, we have
1C (e log x) 1  1   x < e x < 1
and
  log x   e 1 <  e x log x <   log x .
By taking integral from 0 to r we have
(9)  r log r <  r log r C (1   e 1)r < h(r ) <  r log r C r for 0 < r < 1.
Lemma 6. Let X be a positive random variable. Suppose
F1(t)  P (X > t)  F2(t), t  0,
for absolutely continuous functions Fi with limt!0C Fi (t) D 1 and limt!1 Fi (t) D 0,
i D 1, 2. If the derivative fi D F 0i satisfies
lim
t!0C
t(log t)2C" fi (t) D lim
t!1
t(log t)2C" fi (t) D 0
for some " > 0, then, we have
 
Z
1
0
f1(t) log t dt  E[log X ]   
Z
1
0
f2(t) log t dt .
Proof. Since F1(et )  P (log X > t)  F2(et ), we have
Z
1
1
F1(s)ds
s
D
Z
1
0
F1(et ) dt 
Z
1
0
P (log X > t) dt

Z
1
0
F2(et ) dt D
Z
1
1
F2(s)ds
s
.
By l’Hospital’s theorem, limt!1 t(log t)2 fi (t) D 0 implies limt!1 Fi (t) log t D 0. Using
integration by parts
Z
1
1
Fi (s)ds
s
D  
Z
1
1
fi (s) log s ds
and
 
Z
1
1
f1(s) log s ds 
Z
1
0
P (log X > t) dt   
Z
1
1
f2(s) log s ds.
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Similarly, by limt!0C t(log t)2 fi (t) D 0 we have limt!0C (1   F2(t)) log t D 0 and
Z 1
0
f2(s) log s ds D
Z 1
0
(1   F2(s))ds
s
D
Z 0
 1
(1   F2(et )) dt 
Z 0
 1
P (log X < t) dt

Z 1
0
f1(s) log s ds.
From the assumption limt!1 t(log t)2C" f2(t) D 0, limt!0C t(log t)2C" f1(t) D 0, we have
Z
1
0
P (log X > t) dt <1,
Z 0
 1
P (log X < t) dt <1.
Therefore, log X is integrable and
E[log X ] D
Z
1
0
P (log X > t) dt  
Z 0
 1
P (log X < t) dt ,
which concludes
 
Z
1
0
f1(s) log s ds  E[log X ]   
Z
1
0
f2(s) log s ds.
Assume that C"(B) < 1. Then, we have the following theorem on the expectation
of log B :
Theorem 7. For  -mixing or -mixing with summable  processes, there exists
a constant C 0 such that for all B with 0 < "(B) < 1=C
jE[log(BBP (B))]C  j <  C"(B) log(C"(B))C C 0"(B).
Proof. Let cB D C"(B) and pB D P (B) for notational simplicity.
Then, (3) implies that for t > 0
P (BB pB > t)  e t (1C cB(t _ 1)).
From the assumption cB < 1, we have log(1C cB) < 1; therefore,
P (BB pB > t) 
8
<
:
1, 0  t  log(1C cB),
e t (1C cB), log(1C cB) < t  1,
e t (1C cB t), t > 1.
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Therefore, from Lemma 6, we have
E[log(BB pB)] 
Z 1
log(1CcB )
(1C cB)e t log t dt C
Z
1
1
(1   cB C cB t)e t log t dt

Z
1
log(1CcB )
e t log t dt C cB
Z
1
1
(t   1)e t log t dt
D h(log(1C cB))    C e 1cB < h(cB)    C e 1cB .
From (9), we have
E[log(BB pB)] <  cB log cB C cB    C e 1cB .
Since P (B D 1) D pB , Lemma 1 implies that P (B D k)  pB for all k 2 N.
Therefore, for a real number t > 0
(10)
P (BB pB > t) D 1  

P ( D 1)C    C P

 D

t
B pB

 1  

t
B pB

pB  1  
t
B
 1  
t
41
.
Let t0 be the positive real number that satisfies 1  t0=41 D e t0 (1 cB). Then, we have
(11) 0 < t0 < cB
41
 1
  1C cB
< 1.
Therefore, (3) and (10) imply that
P (BB pB > t) 
8
<
:
1  
t
41
, 0  t  t0,
e t (1   cB(t _ 1)), t > t0.
Since
R
1
1 (t   1)e t log t dt D e 1, from Lemma 6, we have
E[log(BB pB)]  41 1
Z t0
0
log t dt C
Z 1
t0
(1   cB)e t log t dt
C
Z
1
1
(1C cB   cB t)e t log t dt
> 41
 1(t0 log t0   t0)C
Z
1
t0
e t log t dt   e 1cB .
Therefore, from (9), we have
E[log(BB pB)]  41 1(t0 log t0   t0)C h(t0)      e 1cB
> (41 1   1)t0 log t0  41 1t0      e 1cB .
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From (11), we have
E[log(BB pB)] >
 
41
 1
  1

cB
41
 1
  1C cB
log

cB
41
 1
  1C cB

 
41
 1cB
41
 1
  1C cB
     e 1cB
> cB log cB   cB log 41 1  
cB
1  41
     e 1cB
> cB log cB  

1
1  41
C e 1   log 41

cB    .
Now, we have the following theorem for determining the expectation logB on [B].
Theorem 8. For  -mixing or -mixing with summable  processes, if n is suffi-
ciently large, then for each n-block B, we have
EB[log(BBP (B))]C  B <  2B
p
C"(B) log(C"(B))C B
p
C"(B)
and
EB[log(BBP (B))]C  B
> (1   B) log P (B)C 2B
p
C"(B) log P (B)C log(B(1   2
p
C"(B))).
Proof. For a simple calculation, we assume that C"(B) < 1=25. Let cB D C"(B)
and pB D P (B) for notational simplicity.
First, consider the upper bound of EB[log(BB pB)].
Let t0 D log(1C 2
p
cB(1C cB)C 2cB). Note that
0 < (B) D 2
p
cB
p
1C cB C
p
cB
D 2
p
cB(1C cB)   2cB < 1.
Then, we have
e(B) < 1C (B)C 3
4
(B)2 D 1C 2
p
cB(1C cB)C cB  
6cB
p
cB
p
cB C
p
1C cB
< 1C 2
p
cB(1C cB)C 2cB D et0
< 1C 2
p
cB

1C
cB
2

C 2cB D 1C 2
p
cB C
(2pcB )2
2
C
(2pcB )3
8
< e2
p
cB
,
which implies that
(12) (B) < t0 < 2
p
cB < 1.
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From Theorem 4, if B  1, then from (12)
PB(BB pB > t) 
8
<
:
1, 0  t < t0,
Be
 t (1C 2pcB(1C cB)C 2cB), t0  t  1,
Be
 t (1C 2pcB t(1C cB t)C 2cB t), t > 1.
Therefore, from Lemma 6, for B  1, we have
(13)
EB[log(BB pB)]
< (1   B) log t0 C B(1C 2
p
cB(1C cB)C 2cB)
Z 1
t0
e t log t dt
C B
Z
1
1

1C 2
p
cB t(1C cB t)  
p
cB(1C 2cB t)
p
t(1C cB t)
C 2cB(t   1)

e t log t dt
< (1   B) log t0 C B
Z
1
t0
e t log t dt C 2B
p
cB
Z
1
1
(pt C 2pcB t)e t log t dt
< (1   B) log t0 C B(h(t0)    )C 145 B
p
cB
Z
1
1
te t log t dt .
When B > 1, from Theorem 4 and (12), we have
PB(BB pB > t) 
8
<
:
1, 0  t  t0 C log B ,
Be
 t (1C 2pcB(1C cB)C 2cB), t0 C log B < t  1,
Be
 t (1C 2pcB t(1C cB t)C 2cB t), t > 1.
Note that from the assumption cB < 1=25 and Corollary 5, we have
(14) t0 C log B  2
p
cB   log(1   2
p
cB ) < 25   log
3
5
D 0.91082    < 1.
Similarly, for B > 1, we have
(15) EB[log(BB pB)] < B
Z
1
t0Clog B
e t log t dt C
14
5
B
p
cB
Z
1
1
te t log t dt .
Let D0 WD (14=5)
R
1
1 e
 t t log t dt D 1.644336    . Then, from (9) and (13), for
B  1, we have
EB[log(BB pB)]C  B < (1   B) log t0 C B( t0 log t0 C t0)C B
p
cB D0.
Since  x log x C x is increasing for 0 < x < 1, we have, from (12), for B  1
EB[log(BB pB)]C  B
< (1   B) log(2
p
cB )   B
p
cB log cB C B
p
cB(2   2 log 2C D0).
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For B > 1 by (9), (14), and (15), we have
EB[log(BB pB)]C  B
< Bh(t0 C log B)C B
p
cB D0
< B

 (4pcB C 3cB) log(4
p
cB)C 235
p
cB C
p
cB D0

D  B
p
cB

2 log cB C 4 log 4C 3
p
cB log(4
p
cB )   235   D0

<  B
p
cB

2 log cB C 4 log 4  
3
4
e 1  
23
5
  D0

<  B
p
cB(2 log cB   1) <  2B
p
cB log cB C B
p
cB .
Now, we estimate the lower bound. Since B  1, from Theorem 4, we have
PB

B >
t
B pB



Be
 t (1   2pcB(t _ 1)), t > B pB ,
1, 0 < t  B pB .
From Corollary 5, B(1   2pcB )  1; therefore, from Lemma 6, we have
EB[log(BB pB)]
 (1   B(1   2
p
cB )) log(B pB)C
Z 1
0
Be
 t (1   2pcB ) log tdt
C
Z
1
1
Be
 t

1   2
p
cB t

1  
1
2t

log t dt
> (1   B(1   2
p
cB )) log(B pB)C B
Z
1
0
e t log t dt
  2B
p
cB
Z 1
0
e t log t dt   2B
p
cB
Z
1
1
e t
p
t log t dt
> (1   B(1   2
p
cB )) log pB C log B   (1   2
p
cB )B log B    B ,
where the last inequality is from the fact that
R 1
0 e
 t log t dt C
R
1
1 e
 t
p
t log t dt < 0.
Since B log B    log(1   2pcB )=(1   2pcB ), we have
EB[log(BB pB)] > (1   B) log pB C 2B
p
cB log pB C log(B(1   2
p
cB ))    B
which completes the proof. We note
(16) EB[log(B pB)] > (1   B) log pB C 2B
p
cB log pB C log(1   2
p
cB )    B .
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4. Convergence of mean
For each s 2 N, Let Bn(s) be the set of B 2An , which recurs before time n=s, i.e.,
B D b1    bkb1   bk    b1   bl , where 1  l  k for some k < n=s. Then, from [1], it
can be noted that for any -mixing, there exists s 2 N and two positive constants C1
and c1 such that
(17) P ({x W xn1 2 Bn(s)})  C1e c1n .
Also refer to [5] and [20].
In [1], Abadi shows that for exponentially -mixing processes, if B 2An nBn(s), then
(18) sup
t>0




P

B >
t
P (B)

  e t




< C2e c2n ,
where C2 and c2 are constants. Combining (18) with (3), for exponentially -mixing
processes, if B 2 An n Bn(s), then
(19) jB   1j < C3e c3n and jlog B j < C3e c3n ,
where C3 and c3 are constants.
Now we have the theorem on the convergence of the mean of the waiting time.
Theorem 9. In the case of exponentially -mixing processes, we have
lim
n!1
EXY [log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D   exponentially,
where EXY is the expectation with respect to (x , y) in the product measure P P and
for almost every x
lim
n!1
EY [log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D   exponentially,
where EY is the expectation with respect to y.
Proof. From (4) and Theorem 7 we have
jEY [log(Wn(x , y)P (xn1 ))]   (  )j < jlog xn1 j   CC0e 0n log(CC0e 0n)C C 0C0e 0n .
By (19), for x with xn1 2 Bn(s), we have
jEY [log(Wn(x , y)P (xn1 ))]   (  )j < C3e c3n   CC0e 0n log(CC0e 0n)C C 0C0e 0n .
The Borel–Cantelli lemma with (17) implies that, for almost every x , xn1 2 Bn(s) fi-
nitely many n’s and
lim
n!1
EY [log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D   exponentially.
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Also we have
jEXY [log(Wn(x , y)P (xn1 ))]   (  )j
< EX jlog xn1 j   CC0e
 0n log(CC0e 0n)C C 0C0e 0n .
Since xn1 is uniformly bounded, from (17) and (19), we have
lim
n!1
EXY [log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D   exponentially.
From Theorem 8, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. In the case of exponentially -mixing processes, we have
lim
n!1
E[log(Rn(x)Pn(x))] D  
exponentially.
Proof. From (4) and Theorem 8, we have for sufficiently large n
EB[log(BP (B))] <   B   3B
p
C"(B) log(C"(B))   log B
<   C 342
p
CC00ne 0n=2   log B C  (1   B),
and from (17) and (19), we have for sufficiently large n
E[log(Rn Pn)] D
X
B2Bn (s)
EB[log(BP (B))]P (B)C
X
B2AnnBn (s)
EB[log(BP (B))]P (B)
   C 342
p
CC00ne 0n=2 C
X
B2Bn (s)
(  log B C  (1   B))P (B)
C
X
B2AnnBn (s)
(  log B C  (1   B))P (B)
   C 342
p
CC00ne 0n=2 C (  log 41 C  (1  41))P (xn1 2 Bn(s))
C (1C  )C3e c3nP (xn1 2 An n Bn(s))
<   C 342
p
CC00ne 0n=2 C (  log 41 C  (1  41))C1e c1n
C (1C  )C3e c3n .
Therefore, we have the upper bound
lim sup
n!1
E[log(Rn Pn)]    .
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Now we consider the lower bound. From (4) and (16), we have for sufficiently
large n
EB[log(BP (B))] >   B C log(1   2
p
C"(B))
C (1   B) log P (B)C 2B
p
C"(B) log P (B)
>   C log(1   2
p
CC0 e 0n=2)
C (1   B C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2) log P (B)    (B   1)
and from (19), we have for sufficiently large n
E[log(Rn Pn)]
D
X
B2Bn (s)
EB[log(BP (B))]P (B)C
X
B2AnnBn (s)
EB[log(BP (B))]P (B)
   C log(1   2
p
CC0 e 0n=2)
C
X
B2Bn
((1  41 C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2) log P (B)    (42   1))P (B)
C
X
B2AnnBn
((C3e c3n C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2) log P (B)   C3e c3n)P (B)
   C log(1   2
p
CC0 e 0n=2)
C (1  41 C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2)
X
B2Bn
P (B) log P (B)    (42   1)P (Bn(s))
C (C3e c3n C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2)
X
B2AnnBn
P (B) log P (B)   C3e c3n .
Here, we have
X
B2AnnBn (s)
P (B) log P (B) 
X
B2An
P (B) log P (B)   n logjAj
and from (17), we have
X
B2Bn (s)
P (B) log P (B)  P (xn1 2 Bn(s)) log
P (xn1 2 Bn(s))
jBn(s)j
 C1e c1n

log C1e c1n  
n
s
logjAj

.
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Therefore, we have
E[log(Rn Pn)]    C log(1   2
p
CC0 e 0n=2)    (42   1)C1e c1n   C3e c3n
C (1  41 C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2)C1e c1n

log C1e c1n  
n
s
logjAj

  (C3e c3n C 242
p
CC0 e 0n=2)n logjAj,
which implies that
lim inf
n!1
E[log(Rn Pn)]    .
Similarly, we can show that
lim
n!1
Varx [log(Rn(x)Pn(x))] D lim
n!1
Vary[log(Wn(x , y)Pn(x))] D 
2
6
,
where Varx and Vary are the variance over x-variable and y-variable, respectively. For
the nonoverlapping return time and hitting time consult [3].
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